192 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
more than in the 1920's, stereotypes like entrance units, re-
quired courses, examinations, college credits, even grades and
degrees, were challenged* Fresh attention was drawn to un-
conventional colleges founded in the mid-twenties like Ben-
nington and Sarah Lawrence, now joined in 1934 by newly
revamped Bard College, under the wing of Columbia Uni-
versity, and cooperative Black Mountain College, opened
about the same time in North Carolina. In 1934 that pro-
gressive Quaker institution, Swarthmore College, abandoned
the credit-hour system, declaring for thoroughness in fewer
subjects rather than the traditional smattering in many. Here
and elsewhere "honors courses/' cast in the Oxford pattern
and designed to free individual curiosity from the shackles of
routine, enjoyed mounting favor.
The storm center of innovation, however, was the Uni-
versity of Chicago under the regime of Robert M, Hutchins,
who took over in 1929 at the age of thirty. He sought to
end the "old traditional time-serving course-credit require-
ments*' by permitting the bright student to travel as fast as he
pleased toward a bachelor's or graduate degree. Students lack-
ing high-school diplomas were admitted, and those who did
not want a bachelor's degree might take an inferior award,
Associate in Arts, while the true scholar would persevere to
one of the four higher divisions: humanities, biological sci-
ences, physical sciences and social sciences.
With less success in his own institution, Hutchins espoused
certain ideas about the medieval "quadrivium" of grammar,
rhetoric, logic and mathematics, over which metaphysics
.should preside as queen of the disciplines, unifying all knowl-
edge* Hutchins's colleague, Mortimer J. Adler, explained in
his best seller How to Read a Book (1940) some aspects of a
reading program for adults centered largely in the "world's
hundred best books/* while in another region educators
friendly to such ideas remolded the curriculum of Maryland's
old St, John's College about this core. Hutchins and his fol-
lowers did not go unchallenged. Harry D. Gideonse, for ex-

